STRUCTURE & FLOW
One to One Mentorship
Optimize your life force energy
& revolutionize your time.

THIS 12-WEEK COMBINATION

1 - 1 COACHING & WORKBOOK PROGRAM
IS FOR YOU IF:

You have difficulty setting boundaries with others and
you find you give away your time (and then feel resentful
about it).
You feel overwhelmed daily.
You feel overwhelmed even though you have a lot of
“open” time. (This is your internal feminine asking for
structure and empowerment.)
You feel overwhelmed with the “never-ending to-do list.”
(This is your internal masculine asking for maturation.)
You keep too many tabs open (metaphorically or
literally).
You waste time on social media or spacing out over wine,
but you really have better things to do.
You desire to get a business going but do not know what
actions to take to make it successful. (This program
naturally guides you to inherently know your next step,
whatever your goals.)
You struggle to find clarity about what life is calling you
to do next, though you know it’s something different than
what you have been doing.

AND YOU ARE NOW READY TO:
Be more efficient in less time.
Have more energy available to you even after you’ve
gotten more done.
Have time in your schedule where you know you can
drop fully into rest or creativity.
Replace overwhelm with clarity.
Devote more time to spiritual practice or self care without
losing family time.
Work less hours a day.
Have greater clarity in your work tasks.
Know how many hours a week you are being efficient vs.
wasting.
Gain more life force energy instead of feeling depletion.
Lead your own life rather than looking to someone else or
the next fix.
Increase the quality of relationships in your life.
Manifest more easily & more naturally.
Stop driving yourself to burnout.
Witness more immediate results of your intentions and
energy.

This Program is Your full guide to:
Experiencing optimal choice in how you spend your time
Effectively finding balance between structure & flow
Setting energetic, time, & space boundaries so that you no
longer feel overwhelmed
Structuring your self care according to an appropriate blend of
Physical, Emotional, Mental, and Spiritual practices over the week
& month to ensure fulfillment and growth
Daily & weekly time tracking for empowerment & choice
Effective manifestation templates that call what you desire TO you
rather than blindly hoping what you want will appear

Actualized masculine & feminine balance in your time, energy,
structure, & flow

This program will make all of this structured, scaffolded, and
accessible to you so that you integrate one piece of this system at a
time. Remember, it is a system. a little bit of body text

Results of using this system effectively:

You know exactly where your time is going.
You discover more time in your existing life for more of what you
want to do by restructuring your time, making choices about how
you spend your time, looking at the abundance of time instead of
lack of time, and setting boundaries. If you currently feel that you
have no time and feel you have to keep hustling, then this is
especially for you.
Your nervous system increasingly heals, resulting in less time your
brain is in Fight/Flight, and more time for your brain to be
focused and prefrontal cortex accessible.
Your boundaries (emotional, energetic, time) become
immediately cleaner and you refine this weekly.
You are able to more clearly define what it is you truly want
beyond all the noise of modern life.
You begin to manifest what you desire, naturally.
You become more realistic and boundaried about what you are
and are not willing to take on, avoiding burnout.
You see that you are able to enjoy both structure and freedom,
regardless of personality type.
You witness the results of your intentions instead of holding them
loosely & hoping to see eventual change.

"I was hoping to start building better
structure for myself after a pretty deep
feminine reclamation experience and
finding that my internal structure still
seemed to be missing."
-C.H., Environmental
Engineer

What's Included:
You commit to using the Structure & Flow system for a twelve week duration.
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This “program” is pretty magical in that when you show up, you *discover* the
next revelation on your path! It is built to support you.
We will meet weekly during these 90 days and coach you on any issues arising
related to time, energy, resource (time, energy, money) management, anything
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arising in response to using the Structure & Flow system, and anything related to
masculine & feminine archetypal energy, boundaries, and relationships in your life.
You will be *amazed* at how much you naturally learn about feminine &
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masculine and how much your energy refines just by using this system. Just open
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the planner, use it every day, in order, keep showing up, and the legit magic (the
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“aha,” then the life change) happens.
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Daily Time Investment: (approximately 15 minutes)
Complete the Daily Sheet. I recommend taking 5-7 minutes
with this in the morning and 5-7 minutes with this at the
end of each day.
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Sunday Time Investment: (30-45 minutes)
Complete the Sunday Sheet reflection questions
Complete a new Concentric Circles Boundary Clarity
Sheet
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I needed help with structure for my life. I
was hoping to become more disciplined,
focus, and take action towards a life that I
love. I received the results I was looking for.
Now, structure is something I have
absolutely fallen in love with and I am so
much more able to delegate, know my limits,
ask for help, receive more, and align with my
flow.
-A. Rose, Embodiment Coach
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Support Included:
One 60 minute private coaching session per week where
we support you in every needed way. Additional support
via WhatsApp as initiated by client.
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Soul-level & practical support in a close 1:1 container for
optimum results.

Tools Included:
You’ll be mailed the Structure & Flow System Workbook.
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Online instructional videos totalling one hour that teach you
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how to use the system effectively.
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An online curriculum that will support your weekly progress to
engage & go deeper with the material.
Recorded meditations to support your resource sovereignty.
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RESULTS!
In month 1, you are:
Becoming
accustomed to the
aspects of the system.
Practicing Structure
& Flow daily, trusting
the transformative
process.
Noticing a natural
deepening of personal
relationship to time &
energy.
Making choices in
alignment with your
true desires.
Allowing your own
truths to emerge.

In month 2, you are:
Watching your selfempowerment shift as
you utilize clarity w/
boundaries.
Empowered in choices
around time & energy
output.
Beginning to truly
honor your natural
cycles.
Holding yourself
increasingly
accountable, & noticing
that it feels good!
Feeling more like your
true self, instead of
someone that works &
performs for others.

In month 3, you are:
Cultivating energy,
instead of running out.
Becoming the spirited
creator of your own life.
Beginning to manifest
your desires based on
your own dedication to
Structure & Flow.
Feeling more yourself
than you have in years,
or ever!
Surprised at how much
time you have, and how
powerful you truly are.
Clear in boundaries,
focus, desires, time
management, & what
you will & will not
tolerate in your life.

CURRICULUM
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Boundaries, Clarity & You
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Goals & Desires:
Align your life to your truth.

Beyond traditional notions of
goals, now take action in
alignment with how you want
to feel as well as what you
want to see manifest.
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Masculine & Feminine
Archetypes:
Get them working for you!

With this system, the feminine
& masculine work together,
eventually in union & right
relationship. Clear any
confusion about the archetypes
and stop dysfunctional
behavior
related to misconceptions.

How to stack your wellness
activities, boundaries vs. clarity
in choosing how to spend your
time, getting started.

From overworking to wanting
rescued, we will address your
inner M/F relationship.

CURRICULUM
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Depth of Practice
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The Power of Tracking
Resources
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Manifestation
& Seeing it through

Creating time for sacred
practice. Integrating more
space for self care (no longer an
add-on but an integral part of
life), reflection, and regulating
the nervous system.
Know your data for supreme
empowerment! Time, where
your energy goes, how you track
your money - these are all very
revealing about your relationship
to your inner masculine. And
tracking resources in trustable
structures is effective in your
energetic independence and
financial sovereignty.
Energy in alignment with core
truths & desires creates results.
Flow between desires, truth,
notices, implications, and
watch your manifestations
begin to come true. Be gentle
yet focused. Structure & Flow
leads to results!

CURRICULUM
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Devotion
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Communicating with
Grace & Focus
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Energetic Sovereignty
& Resource Exchange

Living your life in the essence
of devotion, replacing
fight/flight, and following
Structure & Flow creates a new
appreciation for your energy
and where you place it. Your
energy is a precious resource.
Choose where it belongs with
devotion.
Structure and Flow will reveal
to you what is not working
about relationships in your life.
Communicating clearly, with
energetic sovereignty, is a very
important skill to harness.

Really step into alignment
now. Bring together loose
energy, focus, prioritize
resource exchange that
supports your life. (Speak up
for your worth, upgrade your
pricing structure in your
business, etc.)
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No more masculine shell, healing
perpetual pushing.
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Healing Right Relationship
to the Masculine

No more fear of money, having
resources, time management.
No more fear of setting
boundaries.
You get to be all of you and you
get to experience love.
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Inner Union
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Celebrations &
Forward Intentions

After so many weeks of noticing
masculine and then feminine,
now, what does it feel like to
experience Union within? Sarah
will support with energetic &
sacred geometry teachings as
desired.

Look how far you’ve come!
What, now, are your next
steps of creation? Creation
Consciousness is yours!

TESTIMONIALS
I joined Structure & flow because I wanted to

Before Structure & Flow, I saw the masculine

feel a calm or tranquil mind as well as vibrant

as this harsh energy that forces my feminine

in my body, soul, and emotionally. I wanted to

out of her flow. Now I see that it is the force

allow it to unfold without pressuring myself,

that supports her in her flow, so there is

and I wanted to balance right relationship

awareness of the synergy between the two.

between masculine and feminine internally.

During this program, I integrated masculine

It worked! With the consistency this program

& feminine balance in my work world

provides and in showing up for myself

through

authentically, I am not not pushing/hustling

priorities. I now show up for my work

my life forward.

without judging my energy or output, I allow

- B.H., Mother & Accountant

joy and movement breaks throughout my

creating

clear

and

focused

days, and I notice the shadow of hustle or
I discovered rescuer "syndrome" or ingrained

collapse at times I go unconscious.

habits of giving away my energy and

- M.S., Non-Profit Leadership Professional

resources to another to rescue them from
themselves, and then over time, I stopped

I think this program needs to be shared in

doing it. I am saying more yes to me and no to

women's circles in general because the

others that I don't feel serve me. I am

scared masculine needs to be honored &

standing up for myself more and still trying to

integrated so much.

find my voice & my truth.
- C.H., Environmental Engineer

- A.R., Women’s Embodiment Coach

